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-NOTES AND NEWS
E§£) ..,
No. 1
First Youth-Training Centre.
SPEAKING at the opening of the fir t of the Youth-training centres in Dublin under the Department
of Education scheme to combat the effects of
unemployment among youths, the Archbishop of Dublin
said: "I wish to commend the deliberate choice of
leaders made by the Committee. Young men have been
chosen who have themselves been broken into work for
boys. \Ve have not here a sample of the social work
that consists in the enthusiasm of getting others to do
the drudgery."
Wexford Theatre Guild.
The Wexford Theatre Guild with its thirty or so
players hopes to put on a play of merit every six weeks.
This is another evidence of the Greek spirit that is arising
locally in many parts of Ireland. Especially just now
when many difficulties are in the way of visiting
companies, the "Little Theatre" movement with a
local habitation and a name can, as ~Ir. George Shiels,
the dramatist, says, "make social history in Eire."
So good luck to V,'exford.
Enniscrone's Show and Pageant.
" Enniscrone had the biggest and pleasantest shock
of a season of many shocks" on the day of the Show
and arnival, says the Western People. The pageant
of the "Gay Nineties" put on at the Show Ground
gave that touch of colour and vivacity that crowned
the occasion. Brake, sidecar, trap, chC'.ise, gig joined
in the glad movement and Enniscrone, in the sun,
looked its brightest and best.
U.S.A. Holiday Confusion.
The Holiday season in easterfi D.S.A. was a very
confused one this year. According to the New York
Journal American, a great many centres boomed as
never before, while in other places blessed with the
same facilities comparatively few vacationists arrived.
Alarm and mmours about transport and rationing are
blamed for the confu ion and consequent loss at many
resorts.
I
Lough Corrib's Biggest Fish.
Lough Corrib has broken a record again. Mr. Patrick
Thornton killed there, after two hours' play, the biggest
pike yet in Ireland, 60 lbs. in weight and 5 ft. 8 ins. long.
This beC'.ts the previous record holder, a 53 lb. pike taken
on Lough Conn by Mr. John Garvin in 1920.
Limerick Vistas.
i\-Ir. :i\-laurice P. Riordan, Limerick, writes :-With
reference to the paragraph in your September issue as
to wh2.t is the longest distance view with the naked eye
?vailC'.ble from any height in Ireland-A view can be
Iw.cl from the " Windy Gap" about six miles north of
the City of Limerick, and also from the Lourdes Shrine
on the neuby Cratloe Hills which should take a lot of
beating.
0.n any fairly clear day a person can see from either
of those elevations the Counties of Clare, Limerick,
Tipperary, Cork, Kerry and Leix, while some people
say they haye also managed to sight County Galway
from there.
Dog-fish Have their Day.
Dog-fish as a war-time" delicacy" are having their
day. Big catches of them taken off south Wexford are
in demand across the water where they are converted
into tasty rissoles, fish-cakes and the other ready-to-eat
specialities of the popular restaurants and snack-
counters. It is not the first time that the apparently
uneatable have become tasty morsels.' Long before
the war fish-cakes and other varieties were only disguised
and despised cat-fish from the Thames, thanks to the
skilful chefs.
SkelIig Puffins Desert their Young.
The sea birds, like the fish, are feeling the effects of
the war. Puffins have flown from the Skelligs long
before their young were fledged in the nest. Too many
disturbances in the waters and too many gangster
gulls are blamed for the flight. The SkelIigs are, of
courSie, the second largest breeding ground for gannet
in the world, only St. Kilda in the Hebrides having a
bigger colony.
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Postal Address ..
Name of Entrant .
nature and amount of same ..
If a fee is enclosed to cover return of entries by register d post ~tate here
ENTRY COUPONIN.
SECTION III (Eyesores) : ..
SECTION Il (Curiosities) ..
..........................................}-: .
No. OF ENTRIES ENCLOSED
I wish to enter above Competition according to the conditions set out
and I shall accept as final the decision of the judg~s appointed by the LT.A.
in connection with the Competition.
SECTION I ..
£55 in prizes for Photos
SECTION I.-GENERAL.
First Prize £5 (one award).
Second " Five awards of £3 each.
Third " Twenty awards of £1 each.
The winning entries will be those most suited to the
publicity work of the Irish Tourist Association, depicting
characteristic aspects of Irish life-Landscape, Sports,
Types, Antiquities, Holiday Activities and kindred scenes.
SECTION II.-IRISH CURIOSITIES.
First Prize £3 (one award).
Second " Four awards of £1 each.
Third " Six awards of 10/- each.
" Curiosities" include old landmarks, wishing stones,
curious objects and structures, freaks of nature (e g,
grotesque rock-carvings), any scene or item queer.
quaint or mirth-provoking, also quaint old customs, tra-
ditional cures &c. Brief descriptive story or legend
must accompany each photo.
SECTION III.-EYESORES.
First Prize £2 (one award).
Second" Two awards of £1 each.
Third " Two awards of 10/- each.
For photos of the ugliest building, derelict site, adver-
tisement hoarding or any object (in Ireland) which may
be ranked as an eyesore or .. a blot on the landscape."
CONDITIONS OF ENTRY.
1 Entrants cau enter seHral photos under any or all three sections but tho.> enl"red
under Section I will not be eligible for competition in Sections Il or III and vice
versa.
2. Each" entrant must enclose with the entry, or batch of entries, a signed coupon
from ONE of the following issues of IRISH TRAVEL-April, May, JWlC, July,
August, September, October, 19·12. The title of the picture and the entrant's
name and address should be written on the back of each pholo.
3. The closing date is Saturday, October 17th, 1942.
4. Photos entered may be of any size or taken by any make of camera; it b not
necessary to enter negatives, but all entries are accepted only on condition that
the entrants are prepared, in the event of being awarded onc of the prizes, to
relinquish the complete copyright and negative, in its stead.
5. Entries will not be returned unless accompanied by a sufficient fee to cover
pOOtage and registration.
6. The judging of the entries will be done by judges appointed by the Irish Tourist
Association and their decision will be final.
7. No employee of the Irish Tourist Association is eligible to compete.
Address all entries to:
THE SECRETARY,
(Photo Competition)
IRISH TOURIST ASSOCIATION,
14 UPPER O'CONNELL STREET,
DUBLIN.
Call Back the Traveller
--~
(Almost a hundred years ago, just after the desolating
Irish famine of 1847, Queen Victoria and the Prince
Consort visited Ireland, travelling on " The Fairy," the
Royal Yacht. Victoria's letter to her u,ncle, the King
of the Belgians, describing the journey is full of qt,aint
and unconsciously comic observation).
(4)-Queen Victoria Aboard It The Fairy"
Viceregal Lodge, Phoenix Park, Dublin.
My dearest Uncle, 6th August, 1849.
Though this letter will only go to-morrow, I will begin
it to-day and tell you that everything has gone off
beautifully since we arrived in Ireland, and that our
entrance into Dublin was really a magnificent thing.
By my letter to Louise you will have heard of our
arrival in the Cove of Cork. Our visit to Cork was very
successful. The Mayor was knighted on deck (on board
the Fairy), like in times of old. Cork is about seventeen
miles up the river Lee, which is beautifully wooded and
reminds us of Devonshire scenery. We had previously
stopped on shore at Cove, a small place, to enable them
to call it Queen's Town; the enthusiasm is immense,
and at Cork there was more firing than I remember
since the Rhine.
We left Cork with fair weather, but a head sea and
contrary wind which made it rough and me very sick.
7th.-I was unable to continue till now, and have
since received your kind letter, for which I return my
warmest thanks. We went into Waterford Harbour
on Saturday afternoon, which is likewise a fine, large,
safe, harbour. Albert went up to Waterford in the
Fairy but I did not. The next morning we received
much the same account of the weather which we had
done at Cork, viz. that the weather was fair but the
wind contrary. However, we went out, as it could not
be helped, and we might have remained there some days
for no use. The first three hours were very nasty, but
afterwards it cleared and the evening was beautiful.
The entrance at seven o'clock into Kingston Harbour
was splendid; we came in with ten steamer , and the
whole harbour, wharf, and every surrounding place
was covered with thousands and thousands of people,
who received us with the greatest enthusiasm. We
disembarked yesterday morning at ten o'clock,and took
two hours to come here. The most perfect order was
maintained in spite of the immense mass of people
assembled, and a more good-humoured crowd I never
saw, but noisy and excitable beyond belief, talking,
jumping, and shrieking instead of cheering. There
were numbers of troops out, and it really was a wonderful
scene. This (Viceregal Lodge) is a very pretty place,
and the house reminds me of dear Claremont. The
view of the Wicklow mountains is very beautiful, and
the whole park is very expansive and full of very fine
trees.
\Ve drove out yesterday afternoon and were followed
by jaunting cars and riders and people running and
(Continued on page 12)
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In the Patriot's Home Town.
THOMAS DAVIS
[B1Ml by Seam us ,1Illrpl,y,
the National ~Iuselll11 and the NCl,tional Gallery of Art.
There will be besides a Historical Pageant in which
the \'olunteer Defence Forces will take part.
An Essay Competition for th~ children, of .~~~llow
and surrounding districts, the subJect of WhICh IS .The
HistoricCl.! Figures of Mallow," has also been orgam~ed.
A Programme and Guide to the cen~enary celebra~I?nS
with contributions from eminent wnters has a stnkmg
foreword written by the President.
DAVIS'S ANCESTRY.
Davis was born at 1I1allow on the 24th oj October, 18q.
He was the youngest son oj Surgeon-General D~vis----:-a
man oj English birth and Welsh .blood-and.oj Ins wije,
Sarah Atkins oj Mallow, a lady m whose vems the ~lood
of the O'Sull7'vans mingled with that oj the Cromwellzans.
His jamily, in which he was the youngest, was oPt:0s~d
in pohtics to and dijjerent in creed jrom the great maJonty
of the peopl;. H e, al~ne, brl)~e. through the i;n:flt~en~e of,
environment and jamzly trad~t1On. The N atton
newspaper, 'which Duffy edite~ an1 Davis inspir~d,
brought during the first years oj zts eXistence, m~re realtty
1'nto Irish politics than Ireland had lmown smce 1782.
ARTHuR GRIFFITH in " Thomas DOilis the
Thinker and Teacher."
ON ...
and Tourists
. . .
Scenery
"THE NATION" CENTENARY.
The centenary celebrations in honour of Thomas
Davis by his fellow-townsmen of Mallow to commence
on October sth have assumed much more than local
importance. In the absence of any national com-
memoration in Dublin, indeed, the Mallow ceremony
takes on much bigger dimensions and Davis's manifold
interests will be reflected in the details of the com-
memoration. These include the unveiling of a plaque
on the house in which he was born, of a bust specially
commissioned in the town hall, as well as a Book Fair,
an Exhibition of Painting and Sculpt.ure, and a display
of historical souvenirs from the National Library,
(.1 hU11dred yt!ars ago Thomas Darois was urging the
travelling Irish to " er:- Ireland First." He was a
pioneer in this as in many other things).
I many kinds of scenery we CCl.n chCl:llenge c~m­parison. Europe has no lake 0 dreamIly beaubful
as Killarney; no bay where the boldness of Norway
unites with the colouring of Naples, as in Bantry; and
you might COCl.St the world without finding cliffs so .vast
and terrible as Achill .md. Slieve League. Glonous,
too, as th~ Rhine is, we doubt if its warme t admirers
would exclude from rivalry the Nore and the Blackwater,
if they had seen the tall cliffs, and the twiste~ slopes,
and the ruined aisles, .md glancing mountams, and
feudal castles through which you boat up from Youghal
to Mallow, or glide down from Thomastown to Waterford
Harbour.
\Ve no more see why Irish people should not visit the
Continent, than why Germans or Frenchmen ought
not to visit Ireland; but there is a difference between
them. A GermCl,n rarely comes here who has not
trampled the heath of Tyrol, studied the museums of
Dre den and the' fre coes of Munich, ann shouted
defiance on the bank of the Rhine; and what French-
man, who has not seen the vineyards of Provence and
the Bocages of Brittany and the snows of Jura and the
Pyrenees, c\'er drovc on an Irish jingle? But our
nobles and country gentlemen, our merchant, lawyers
and doctors-and what's worse, their wives and
daughters-penetrate Britain and the Contine~twithout
e\'er trying whether they could not. defy 111. Irelc:nd
the ennui before which they Tun over seas and mountams.
-THOMAS DAVIS.
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I.T.A. ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29th, 1942.
This year's Annual General Meeting of the Irish Tourist
.Association at the Gresham Hotel, Dublin, on Thursday,
October 29th, will be of special importance and as full an
attendance as possible of members is desired. Problems of
supplies and other difficulties in the present situation of the
Hotel and Catering industry, and questions arising out of the
new Intoxicating Liquor bill will be discussed. The registration
of Hotels under the Tourist Board scheme is another urgent
subject to be considered. Various other matters of interest
to the Hotel and Catering industry, in addition to these above,
will arise, for the attention of the Annual General Meeting.
29,30,31 LINCOLN PLACE, DUBLIN
Phones, 61576/7/8. Grams.: Tiling, Dublin.
"It would rank as a defeat of all
museum serviccs to history if every effort
was not made to preserve the evidences
o! . ~he . progress and development of
cIvIlIsatIOn to the point of self-annihila-
tion now reached. It is, probably no
mor~ than incidental to the ge~eral
anxiety that our own National Museum
should be anxious to get hold of relics of
the old coaching days, including old
coaches and the like. Contributions of
petrOl-driven motor-cars are to be regarde~
as premature. Thc chariot, it is scarcelY
necessary to add, was the first wheelecl
vehicle put on the roads. Belonging as
we do to an ancient race that was alwavs
on the road to some other place, we
naturally took to the chariot as a grea.t
relief to thc marching feet.
The. first coach, or chariot, of which
there IS any record d'ltes back to the year
1486 B.c. There will be people who will
impetuously assert that they ~w it On
the road3 re.cently, ,?ut that is, obviously,
a case of mistaken Identity. More likely
the wheels have long since perished in
the superannuated scrvice of stopping
up a gap on some Greek farm. An ignoble
end, perhaps, but no more humiliating
than the fate of modern wheels that arc
used as props for nursing hens! "
-" EVEX " in the Cor/~ Examiner.
",Progress of Civilisation"
J J TILING. TERRAZZO. MOSAIO, PARQUETRY.
• • RUBBER TILING FOR HALL. VESTIBUJ.E.
OR TOILET.
0 ' Ha ra "ESSE" CooKERS AND STOVES. SANITARYPlUMBING SUPPLIliS. CoMPETENT WORKEJtS.
Estimales on application.
& CO.,
LTD.
[J. 1IIc4.nul/v
THEIR OWN LOVELY LEE
Evening Light on Inchigeelagh. Lakes.
;'
NATIONAL MUSEUM FOLK ART SHOW.
The Exhibition of Folk art and utility objects at the
•rational Museum, Dublin, is developing and in the
course of October very many more exhibits will be on
view. We hope to deal with these more fully when
this notable display will have been set out.
Photoj
The National Bank Litnited
COMPLETE BANKING FACaITIES AFFORDED
DUBLIN (Chief Office) : 34 & 35 COLLEGE GREEN
273 Offices. : Agents and Correspondents throughout the World
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Cuttiosities
Daniel O'Connell, having failed to find a hall big enough
for his meeting in Galway City, addressed his huge
audience from this rock since called Emancipation Rock,
at Shantalla.
Balloon House, near Summerhill, Meath, one of two
gatehouses erected by a former Lord Langford.
IRISH TRAVEL
Rathco1ley Castle, Kildare, is the reputed birth-place
of that remarkable and half-forgotten patriot-fighter
. aM Spanish Governor, the Chevalier Wogan.
jlttound
•
At Celbridge Abbey, Dean Swift dramatically broke 011
his relationship with Vanessa.
Jttetand
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ROCKFI
~~cEO!I'
&WddoW:
WHEN YOU COME TO BRITTAS BAY •••~
~(r~ ROck os"'''',,( ~ \'\..~c£,.~
( r Y \s ,.""£.-::.------
'L'I) HOT E L ~ ~ere is "-. first-class hotel situated
" k' ~ fight besIde the sea. There's miles
" .. _ ~ 'l.-LI-- of glorious sands ... the finest
·;;;··;;.Jl:-"'~,~;:."f\.. ... .. . bathing on the east coast ... air
"-'-<.<,.,~~-..J., 1;-- . th~~'s a tonic in itself. Ex~ellent
"'-._~. iL cUlsme. Transport from Wicklow
Telegrams & Telephone BRlTTAS BRIDGE 2. John )Iorgal\ & So'''. Ltd. Propriotors. .. ""----=-....:- arranged.
IRISH TOURIST ASSOCIATION
MEETING OF DIRECTORS
I
A T the monthly meeting of the 1)irectors of theIrish Tourist Association 2.rrangements were
made for the Annu2.l Gencral Meeting of members
to be held in the Greshr.m Hotel on Thursday, October
29th. Mr. T. Condon, Chairman, General Council of
County Councils, was nominated for the position of
Presidency in succession to Senator Hogan (outgoing) ;
and for the vice-Presidencies the Directors have
nominated Messrs. B. ~1. Egan, J. W. Mongan, T.D.,
and Senator P. Rogan.
The Intoxicating Liquor Bill, 1942 was discussed
at some length, a~d 2,S cert2.in sections of the Bill call
for drastic amendment in the interest of holiday and
tourist resorts, a speci?.! sub-committee was appointed
to examine the Bill in detail and draft such amendments
as appear to be desir?ble. The following Directors
were appointed on the Sub-Committee: Mr. T. Condon
(President-elect), Miss C. Moran (Tipperuy), Messrs.
G. Sweetman (Kildare), F. A. Moran (Dublin), Eoin
O'Mahony (Cork), E. A. Sweeney (Galway), A. J.
Broughton (Dublin), C. E. Reddin (Dublin), B. Henry
(Meath).
Registration.
The Registration of Hotels and Guest Houses, as
provided for in the Tourist Traffic Act, 1939, was urged
by the meeting 2.S a matter of importance in relation
to the Association's plans for post-war development,
and the Directors were unanimous in the view that the
Irish Tourist Board should go ahe2.d at once with its
Registration 2.nd Gradin~ Scheme. The Directors
welcomed the recent announcement by the Tourist
Boud of its plans for a big improvement scheme at
Tramore and expressed the hope that plans for other
resorts would be put into execution in the near future.
A vote of sympathy W2.S passed with the relatives
of the late Mr.' P. W. O'Donovan, Solicitor, Inchydoney
Hotel, Clonakilty, Mr. Eoin O'Mahony, proposer:, paying
a tribute to the deceased as ~>ne of the most active
members of the Association, and whose services to too
tourist industry were invaluable.
The Directors present were :-Semtor P. Hogan
(President), Miss Owens (Belfast), Miss Moran (Tipperary
S.R. C.C.); Messrs. T. Condon (Chairman, Gen. Council
of Co. Councils), C. McCluskey (Monagh2.n C.C.), M.
M'Creadie (Donegal), D. E. O'Boyle (Donegal C.C.),
E. O'Mahony, K.M. (Cork Corporation), T. ]. McGoldrick
(Sligo C.C.), Senator J. T. McGee (Louth c.q, B. Henry
(l\Ieath C.C.), T. J. O'Toole (Mayo C.C.), E. A. Sweeney
(Oughterard), P. C. O'Hara (Sligo Corporation), W. J.
O'Sullivan (Cork), Senator D. D. Healy (Chairman,
Municipal Authorities), F. A. Moran (Dublin), T. Byrne
(Dublin Corporation), B. M. Egan (Cork), G. Sweetman
(Kildare C.C.), C. E. Riley (Dublin), A.]. Broughton
(L.~1.S.), F. S. Veltom (G.W.R.), . Fitzgerald (rork),
C. E. Reddin (Dublin) and J. W. Mongan, T.D.
BUTAUBART OPD SUIDAYS.
GRILL BOO.. BUTAUBART. BAB BUFFET. OYSTER BAB,
I.OKE LOUaGI. A la oane aad Table d'Bole .e.le
TeJepboDe 6t6611.
0wDed aDd YaDqed by JURY'S HOTEL, LTD.
MOIRA HOTEL, TRlIJTY STBEETDUBLlB Dubline NORTH STAR HOTEL,t~~~i:~:~'~~
raDy LleeDNd. liO Bedrooma. .011 ClDInI POIIdo••
CO.FORT. BUTAUBART. Tele,boDeLBAaLlJlUS. OO"EI BOO.. 6liM8.IVWTY. S.OKIlIG LOUIGE.
A la cane ..d Table .'Bo....... :: B."1IlDII1 0,.. OD 10"".
For Tariff apply YaDqer. TeJ......' "NORSTAR, DUBLIN.
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HERBS AND PLANTS ARE VALUED AGAIN
ANOTHER IRELAND
* tj/
Russians prepare an intoxicating liquor, while wild
sliccory roots cut up into. sm?ll pieces and slightly
roasted are used ?S a substItute for coffee in parts of
Belgium and Germany.
Even the gudener is not forgotten in this other
Irel?nd, for, if fruit trees, flowering shrubs, corn, Or
other vegetables be whipped with the green leaves of
the common elder, in ects will not <>.ttach to them.
For roses and other flowers and le?ves subject to blight,
?n infusion of these le::wes sprinkled upon them will
work wonders; while the same effusion will destroy
caterpillars. .
Medicine occupies a prominent place in Irish plant
life; ?mongst those mentioned as useful for that purpose
are :-common elder, wood s?nicle, celandine, marsh-
mallow and foxgloves, and no doubt yOIl, reader, can
add many others. .
c. F. RIDGWAY
By
Carpets Made from Moss.
For m::'.Uufacturing purposes hornbe?m provided
cogs for mill ~.vheels. Cupets \fere made from common
club moss; rope from purple melic grass; bog fir also
being used for this purpose; while prickly saltwort was
found useful in glass m2.nuf2.cture. Treiling tormantil
as a substitute for oak bark in t?nning; touchwood
spunk' provided leather. The common elder gives a
wood so hard and takes so fine a polish, that it was used
for tops of fishing rods, needles for weaving nets, while
the Romans, centuries before, m?de pipes cnd trumpets
out of it.
The down of the common cotton grass found many
uses in Europe. For bleaching linen the ashes of the
nettle ?nd thistle were used. There are many other
. examples-they cover charco?l, gunpowder, birdlime,
padding, tinder, thatching, plaster base, lighting, etc.
'Ve are told that cats are very fond of the roots of
the gre?t wild valerian apd seem to become intoxicated
by it; while in the same way swine have been
temporarily blinded 2.nd made drunk when the bearded
durel was mixed with their food. And here is one for
fishermen-The greet mullen is said to intoxicate fish
so that they m?y be caught by hand; surely a better
method when one's luck is out than purchasing some
at the fi h-mol').gers.
So now with love appe?sed and duty done we gather
the berries of the common alder, and having made our
wine, drink to the humble weed in that other Ireland.
H ERE we <'.re torn twixt love and duty-lovetowards ?n old volnme, ?nd duty in the sense,
that turning it over to the waste paper collection
does help to the extent of about 7 lbs. more pulp.
~olomon-like, we weighed the pros. and cons., <'.nd
fmally decided to do our duty, yet save our love, to the
extent, at le?st, of giving a few extracts from this old
book, extracts which tell of another Ireland, an Ireland
which holds more than usual interest at the present time.
. D'Alton's History of the County Dublin, published
lust 104 years ?go, is the cause of these conflicting
emotions; here you find practically every acre of the
county with a story. It m?y be about ancient churches,
mon?steries or holy wells, or of battles and treaties, or
eyen the interest of kings. You meet the broken walls
Or rusted machinery of once flourishing industries, and
it is interesting to note that at the period the qook w~s
written there were still in existence in the County the
following mills, works or factories: 49 corn, 18 bleach,
17 p?per, II woollen, 10 flour, 6 iron, 6 cotton, 2 gun-
powder, 2 oil, 2 tuck, I cloth ?nd 19 miscellaneous.
. But the extracts <'.re not of these things, however
Important they m<'.y be. It is D'Alton's gossip about
plants and their usage, we would talk about; ?nd if
you, re?der, can throw yourself back in fancy 100 ye?rs,
. Ti~-<-
*.. ~... '.'
'~~~ - r~'
... !--
~. '0-: ...., .....
and set out to look at the despised.weed or shrub, to be
found in bog or ditch, in valley and mountairI side,
there will be no need to worry about transport, or stir
from your own fireside, for every extract conjures a
vision of old people gathering herbs for medicine and
ointments, or finding in other plants gifts of nature in
danger of being lost sight of to-day.
Meet the Pepperwort.,
Meet narrow leaved Pepperwort, the leaves of which
<'oct as a substitute for pepper in the flavouring of food,
Alexanders, a pl?nt used when blanched as a substitute
for celery, black saltwort and samphire, often used as
<>. pickle; while salad burnet, great. reed mace and
common mallow, <'.11 had their place in the salads of
that day. Of cowspunk we read "The young plants
are eaten as a gre?t delic?cy in Italy while Russians,
Poles and Germans count them a dainty"-truly an
Intern?tional assortment. From cowparsnip the
7
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" I would like to have filet
(From an I. T.A. Radio Talk)
thefil "
T HE first that rises up is 2. churchman, 2.nd I thinkI would be interested as much in the scene as in
the m2.n. Here's Bunratty Castle, after our short
journey out of Limerick by the Ennis r02.d. The
O'Briens are entert2.ining great comp2.ny. I 2.m going
in. And there, in front of me, is the chief guest in
ptlrple, the Papal Nuncio, who has made the voyCl.ge
to IrelCl.nd even in the-midst of these Cromwellian wars.
I can hear the uncia speaking. "There is nothing in
It2.ly," says he, "superior to the c2.stle 2.nd ple2.sure
ground.s of Bunratty. It is incomparable with its ponds,
2.nd it perk of three thousand deer. The palace of
BunrCl.tty is fit for an emperor." "Fit for an emperor"
-th2.t surely is a tribute, and to-dCl.y, even in mCl.gnificent
ruin, one can see the ghost of that glory by the riverside.
And those 3,000 deer! Remembering the fact thCl.t the
great herd of them in Phoenix P?rk, Dublin, in 1942,
WeS only 800!
The second. whom I would look for is quite anoth r
kind of traveller. I am not sure indeed that he might
not be an embarr?ssing acquaintance, but, even so, my
curiosity would get the better of me. For who would
not want to have a word with this extraordin2.ry and
mysterious man? Here he is stepping ".board a boat
at the slip beside Ross CCl. tle in Killarney, for a row to
the Arbutus islands, before ever the tourists discovered
them. There is more foliage on the hillsides, more
blossom by the water even than in our d2.y. The scene,
land., w2.ter, mountain 2.nd river is, if possible, more
beautiful than now. But this man is not interested in
scenery so much as in the fantastic land.scapes of his
own mind. Who is he ? one other than the German
creCl.tor of the famous tCl.les of Munchausen, now acting
as some sort of steward for the Lord Kenmare of the
time. I won't 2.sk him any questions 2.bout his past
for that W2.S quick-change and curious. He is onc of tht
grc2.t adventurers, but all of him th2.t will sllfvive is
the collection of crazy tories of the Buon Munchausen
whom he invente , and did not live to see be ome
world f2.mous.
A Poet in a Castle.
My next encounter would be, surely, as tantalising
<'.nel. provoking a one as could be found. Here I am
making my way through the lovely wooded p2.ths under
the B<:>.llyho1;lra hills in the north of county Cork. Strange
how few people are on any road down h re, strange
?nd desolate the wrecks of old sh2.cks tha.t had stood
unc1.er the shelter of some rock or tuft of trees. Wh2.t
has happened to this fresh <'.nd fertile l2.ndscape that
seems l?.id out by nature for the r?.ising of h2.ppy home-
ste<:>.ds Cl.nel thronging children? Second thoughts solve
the questions. This is part of the picture of Ir land all
over. From three million to le s than onc million th
population h2.s fallen in these lust few years. But
here's 2. prosperous survivor, seated with his pen and
parchment under a bower of ros s in thut garden in'ide
hy the small lake the very man I came in search of
Edmund Spenser the planted English poet, sitting
pretty with his sprites and muses about him, fashioning
his poem of the" FCl.erie Queen" here by the lake at
Kilcolman, a little way distant from Doneraile in the
County Cork.
In Galway Bay.
I am going b?ck Cl. long W?y in time for my next
meeting-the d2.te does not matter for the place is
lovely and romantic at Cl.ny time. It is old Galw2.y, a
town inside a rough wall with as yet only a small settle-
m~nt of prosperous traders, while the tolerated natives
hang about the g2.te and barter their eggs and poultry
with the dealers oming out. The long w2.ter<;ide is
without stone quays; the brown wooden wharfs <!re
rudely fashioned but sufficient for the wooden ships that
come oc 2. ionally to load or unload in the leisurely pro-
cesses of a world that i always at the mercy of wind and
weather. This ship coming in now is a Spanish frigate
-in G2.1way wc know the lines of the Spanish ships
well and can recognise them far out in the bay. This
one i SC'.iling f2.st und r a fresh wind. Almo t before
one can read the name on her prow she is in and the
skipper is ashore. It is with Mm that I would have a
word and get confirmation of the rumour that the other
skipper, Columbu , has m2.1e the great disco\"ery and
that a new contin nt has been found in the west. The
word flies, and there's the bell in St. Nicholas's church
being rung to celebrate the news. Who wouldn't have
lov d to be in old Galway that day and hear the people
spreading the story and making it their own since it ~
was 2.lmo t certain there was a real Galway sailor in
the great explor r's ship's ompany that tim.
• the Pedlar from Italy.
Vor the la t of my enc unters, I think I would choo e
to meet another foreigner in Ireland. 10 t likely I
would find him in onc of the little towns in Kildare or
Leix or Offaly, an intense traveller, with a purpo eful
eye to the future. lIe would b open to a deal if I was
interested in religious picture, small statu s and the
like. But, incidentally, as soon as we got friendly, h
would bewail to m the difficulties of transport in this
adopted country of hi where there is no reliable or
co-ordinated service of public conveyance. " You'll
have to organi e it yourself," I might have replied.
And so he did. For th2.t was Bianc ni, the young man
from sunny It2.ly who gave us the famous Bianconi
ars and who e name corn s back with a kind of ironical
longing in the e days when there ar so many probl ms
of transport again.
OARNA, CONNEMARA, CO. GALWAY
MONGAN'S HOTEL
Flrst-ola.. FbhlDC aDd SboOIIDC. TbousaDd. of Aore. of BouCIl
SbOOUD,. .OUDI&ID, Rl'or. Lake. sea. aane"
J. W. MONGAN. Proprietor.
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UNLOADING TURF FROM CARTS AT GORUMNA ISLAND.
THE BLACKSMITH IN ACTION.
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THE
MONSTER & LEINSTER BANK Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE: 66 SOUTH MALL, CORK
Comprehensive BANKING & FOREIGN EXCHANGE Service
DUBLIN BRANCHES:
;
DAME STREET
BAGGOT STREET
INCHICORE
DONNYBROOK
O'CONNELL STREEr
PHIBSBORO'
RATHGAR
RATHFARNHAM
GRAFTON STREET
PEMBROKE
DRUMCONDRA
CRUMLIN Head Office, Cork.
BELFAST :: COBH (Queenstown) :: DERRY :: GALWAY
HADDINGTON HOUSE
DUN
HOTEL and
BR ASSERIE
Phone: 815161.
LAOGHAIRE
Fully Licensed
"The Home of
Comfort and Good Cheer"
Resident Proprietress:
J\!ISS FRANCES LOWRY
\'ICTORIA.
CALL BACK THE TRAVELLER
(Continued from plI~e 2)
screaming, which would have amused you. In. the
evening we had a dinner party, and so we have to-mght.
This morning we visited the Bank, the Model School
(where the Protestant ,md Catholi Archbishops received
us), <J.nd the allege, and this afternoon w went to the
Military Hospit<J.l.
You see more wretched people here than I ever saw
anywhere else. En revanche, the women arc really very
handsome-quite in the lowest class-~.s well at Cork
as here; such beautiful black eyes and hair and such
fine colours and teeth.
On
Dublin
Bay
*
" Everything Modern but the Hospitality
DUN LAOGHAIRE 81804.
DUN LAOGHAIRE
1 \~~f» ",0"{\:.\.
Advice on Insurances for
HOTELS & RESTAURANTS
Phones: DUBLIN 22181/2/3. Wires: "INSURANCE DUBLIN"
As specialist we secure for you the
maximum cover for every type of tisk
at the minimum premium per policy.
Our advice is unbias d and our services
cost you nil. In short it will pay you
to consult us.
7 ANGLESEA ST., DUBLIN
Immediate Cover.Competitive Rates.
* Write for particulars of unique
Policies arranged on Comprehensive
Basis. All Insurance combined
in ONE POLICY.
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A DIRECTORY OF· IRISH
lklSH TRAVEL
HOTELS
Abbrevialions: B.-'numbeT of /lc£lTOOms.
NOTE.-Jo all cases the prices in this list !Ire" full season" rates, l.e. tor July and August. In man} cases IIotels here included quote
"early," "late" /lud " off season" charges lower thrill those published-for example, IIotcls in Seaside Resorts.
ABBEYFEALE (Limerick). •
LEEN'S, Main St.; B. 12; Day H/-; Week 67!-;
ABBEYLEIX (Laolghls).
DE VESCI ARMS; B. 10; Day 12/6; Week 8~/-·
ACHILL ISLAND (Co. Mayo).
ACHILL HEAD, Keel; B. 22; Day H/-; Week
80/-.
AMETHYST, Keel; B. 22; Day 12/6; Week 84/-.
BURKE'S (Private), Dugort; B. 5; Day 12/-.
Week 55,-.
CLEW BAY, Dooagh; B. 11; Day 10/-; Week
DmfORT Dugort; B. 0; Day 12/-; Week 60/-.
GRAY'S, Dugort; B. 8; Day 10/6; Week 63/-.
KEEL BAY, I{ed; B. 7; Pay 0/6 to 10/6; Week
55/-.
MeDOWELL'S, Dugort; B. 12; Day 12/6; Week
70/- tn 80/-:
MINAUN, Keel; B. 8; Day 12/-; Wpek fi5'-.
PATTEN'S (Private), Keem; B. 5; Day 12/-.
Week fi5/-.
RICH VIEW, Keel; B. 8; Dav 12/-; Week 63.-;
STRAND. Dugort; B. 16; Bpd and Bft. 7/6.
SWEENEY'S (Aehill Sound); B. 11; Day 12/6;
Week 70/-.
ADARE (LimerIck).
DUNRAVEN ARMS; B. 40; Day 23/6; Week
136/-.
AHERLOW, GLEN OF (Tipperary).
GLEN OF AHERLOW; D. 14; Day 8/6; Wcpk
52/6.
ARAN ISLANDS (Galway).
GANLY'S, KUronan; D.12; Da} 12/·; Week 73/6.
ARDAIlA (Donegal).
NESBLT ARMS; 13. 14; Day 1R/; Week 10,,/-.
ARDEE (Louth). '
BROPHY'S; B. 10; 12,6; Week 70/-.
RUXTON AR~IS; D. 10; Day 12/-; Week 6:3[-.
ARDMORE (Waterford).
CLIFF HOUSE; B. 23; Day Hi/6; Week 9 1/6.
ARKLOW (Co. Wicklow).
HOYNR'S. Main SI.; B. 16; Day 1'/-; Week 7i/-.
ROYAL; B. 21; Day 15/-; Week 94/6.
ARRANMORE ISLAND (Donegal).
GLEN; B. 12; D~ 12/-; Week 70/-.
ASHFORD (Wicklow).
BEL-AIR; B. 14; D1Y 21/-; Week 105/-.
ATHENRY (Galway).
HANBERRY'S; B. 11; Day 12/6; Week 70,-.
RAILWAY; B. 15; Day 14/-; Week 0/ .
ATHLONE (Westmeath).
CENTRAL; B. 19; Da\' 10/6; Week 70/ .
PRINCE OF WALES; B. 16; Bed and Bft. 8,6
to 916.
ATHY (KIldare).
LEINSTER ARMS; B. 12; Day 12/- 10 14"
Week 84/- to 98/-.
AUGHRIM (Wicklow).
LAWLESS'S; B. 26; Day 12/6; Week 70/-.
HILL'S GUEST HO\.'SE; B. 16; Day 12,6;
Week 70/-.
~IRS. STRAHAIII; B. 9; Da)' 7/0; Week 45/-.
AVOCA (Wicklow).
AVOCA; B. 10; Day 13/0; Week 75/-.
~100RE'S VALE VIEW; B. 10; Day 12/0;
Week 73'6.
WHITEBRiDGE; B. 7; Day 10/6; Week 60/-
BAGENALSTOWN (Carlow).
DOORLEY'S; B. 15; Day 12/6; Week 70/-.
BALLA (Mayo).
McEL1IN'S; B. 11; Day 15/6; Week 46/6.
BALLINA (Mayo).
COMMERCIAL; B. 10; Day 10/6; Week 03/-.
HURST'S; B. 25; Day 15/-; Week 901-·
lMPER1AL; B. 30; Day 14/- to 17/6; Week
84/- to 105/-. ~
MOY; B. 20; Dav 15/-; Week 84/·.
DOWNHILL GUEST HOUSE; B. 9; Day 12/-;
Week 81/-.
MRS. F. E. L. REID, Curramore Hou~e, Curroy ;
B. 8; Day 12/6; Week 73/6..
BALLINACLASH (Wicklow).
AVONBEG; B. 9; Day 13,-; Week 63/·.
BALLINAFAD (Roscommon).
HOLLY BROOK ; B. 15; Day 13/6; Week 84/-
BALLlNASLOE (Galway).
HAYDEN'S; n. 30; Day 12/0; Week 70/-.
O'CARROLL'S; B. 14; Day 12/G; Week 65,-.
HOLLOWAY'S; B. 8; Day 8/6; Week 45/-
BALLINGEARY (Cork).
ARD-NA-LAOI; B. 14; Da)' 8/6; Week 5Oi-.
BALLINROBE (Mayo).
RAILWAY; B. 20; Day 12/6.; Week 75/-.
BALLINSKELLIGS (Kerry).
SIGERSON ARMS; B. 8; Day 12/-.
BALLYBUNION (Kerry).
CASTl.E; B. 46; Day 19,6; Week 115,6.
CENTR.~L; B. 30; Dav 15/6; Week 115'6r HIBER lAN; B. 14; bay 12/0; Week 77/6.
I STRAND; B. 22; Day 12/6; Week 84/-.
. WEST END; B. 26; Day 12/-; Week 75/-.
GREENMOUNT; B. 13; D,)' 12/-; Week 701"
tG 75/·.
MOUND\1 'VIEW; B. 15; Dav H/-; Week 70/-.
SAVOY; B. 15; Day 11/-; Week 70/-.
SEA CREST; B. 8; Day 8/6 to 10/- Week 55/-.
to 65/-.
BALLVCOTTON (Cork).
BAY VIEW; B. 45; Day 15/-; Week 105/-.
FAWCETT'S; B. 45; Day 15/6; Week 84/-.
BALLYGAR (Galway).
WALL'S; B. 12; Day 10/-; Week 63/-.
BALLYLICKEY (Cork).
OUVANE; B. 10; Day 11/6; Week 6.;/-.
BALLYLIFFIN (Donegal).
BALLYLIFFIN; B. 15; Day 12/-; Week 0:3/-.
BALLYMAHON (Longford).
MRS. J. FLYNN (G"est House), Cree\'aghl>eg;
B. 3; Week 42!-.
BALLYMONEY (We ·ford).
DAROGUE; B. 5; Day 9/-; Week 03/-.
MR. MOWATT, Kildermot; B. 16; Day 9/-;
Week 50/-.
MRS. W. SMITH, Tara JIillllse.; B.7 ; OolY 12/
Week 63/•.
BALLYSHANNON (Donegal).
IMPERIAL; B. 14; Day 12/ ; Week 70,-.
ROYAL MILLSTONE; B. 12; Day 12/-, Week
75/-.
SWEENEY'S; n. 12; Day 12/6; Week RO/-.
BANAGHER lOlfaly).
SHANNON; B. 10; Day H/-; Week 6;3'-.
BANTRY (Cork).
JmANE'S; B. 8; Day 9/-; Week 50'-.
V1CKERY'S; B. 20; Day 15-l ; Week 00/.
BALLYLICKEY HOUSE; B. 6; Day 10/-; Week
73/6.
BEI.MULLET (lliayo).
lIEALION'S; B. 10; Day 12/-; Week 7:1/6.
BETTYSTOWN (Meath).
NEPTUNE; B. 20; Day 13/6; Week 9;/-.
BIRR (Offaly).
DOOLY'S; B.H; Day 12/ ; Week 73/6.
BLACKROCK (Louth).
BLACI<ROCK; B. 23; 10/-; Week 63/-.
BLACKSOD (Mayo).
DUDLEY ARMS; B. 7; Day 10/-; Week 63/ .
BRAY {Wicklow}.
BELLA VISTA; B. 10; Day 0/-; Week 03/-.
BRAY HEAD; B. 40; Da) 18/-; Week 105/-.
DOCKERY'S, WAVE CREST; B.!l; Day 12/- ;
Week 70/-.
EAGLE; B. 10; Day 12/-; Week 84/-.
ESPLANADE; B. 40; Day 14/-; Week 00/-.
FITZWILLIAM; B. 13; Day 15/-; Week 70/-.
GLENARM; B. 12; Day 12/6; Week 70,- to 75/-.
GRAHAM'S WAVE CREST; B. 8; Day 12/-;
Week 72/6.
HOLYROOD; B. 22; Day 15/-; Week 84/-.
K1NVARA; B. 28; Day 10/- tu 12/-; Week 84/-.
ROYAL; B. 20; Day 12/6; Week 75/-.
SMITU'S; B. 12; Day 10/- to 12/-; Week 70/-.
STRAND; B. 12; Day 10/- to 12/6; Week 03/-
to 84/-.
BAY; B. 8; Day 10/-; Week 70/·.
BELlIfOUNT; B. 10; Day 10/-; Week 63/- to 65/-.
DALlIJORE; B. 11,; Day 12/6; Week 50/- to 63/-.
EDENVALE; B. 8; Day 10/·; Week ~3/-.
GLEN HAZEL; B. 10; Day 10/-; Week 63/-.
DAINGEAN, 8 Sydenham Villas; B. 5 ; Day 12/-
Week 70'·.
RATH-NA-SEER; B. 10; Day 7,6; Week 63/·.
MRS. SOMERS, 1 Richmond Tee.; B. 8; Day 7/0;
Week 50/-.
SYDENHAU, Putland Rd.; B. 10; Day 12/- to
14/-; Week 70/- to 0/-.
BRITTAS BAY (Wtcklow).
McDANIEL'S; B. 12; Day 12/6; Week 81/-.
ROCKFIELD; B. 14; Day 15/-; Week 90/-.;
MRS. SMITH, Three Mile Water; B. 7; Day 10/6 ;
Week 63/-.
BUNBEG (Donegal).
BRESLlN'S; B. 12; Day 12/·; Week iO -.
SEAVIEW; B. 12; Da)' 10}-; Week 57/0.
BUNCRANA (Donegal).
ATLANTIC; B. 10; Day 9,-; Week 60,·.
BAYVIEW ; B. 18; Da) 15,-; Week 70,-.
CENTRAL; B. 10; Da} 111'; Week 55,-.
LOUGH SWILLY; B 40; Day 15/6; Week 94,6.
BUNDORAN (Donegal).
ATLANTIC; B. 21; Day 151'; Week 84,- to 90,-.
CENTRAL; B. 32; Week 105,- to 126.-.
GREAT NORTHERl-;; B. 76; Day 22,6; Week
157/6.
HAMILTON; B. 34; Day 21/3 to 23/·; Week
130/- to 150/-.
HOLYROOD; B. 13; Day 14/6; Week 77/- to
84/-.
nIPERIAL; B. 18; Day 10i- to 12/-; Week 70i-
to 80/-.
PALACE; B. 30; Day 15/-; Week 84/- to 91/6.
CONWAY'S; B. 12; Dav 8/6; Week 77/- to R4/-.
MARATHON; B. 20; Day 17/·; Week 84/- to
105 -.
SHE 'E HOUSE; B. 18; Day H/- to 15/6 ; Week
9\/6 to 105/-.
AMERICAN; B. 15; Day 10.-; Week 6:3,-.
BAY VIEW; B. 14; Day 12'6; Week 72/6.
roURIST HOTEL; B. 10; Day 10/-; Week fJ:3/-.
MAGHERY HOUSE; B.H; Day 15,- ; Week 80/-.
BURTONPORT (Co. Donegal).
O'DON. ELL'S; B. 10; Day 1~,'6; Week 60/-.
CAHIRCIVEEN (Co. Kerry).
HARP; B. 12; Day 10/-; Wrek 60:-.
O'CO:-lNELL'S RAILWAY (late Le;lie's); n. IS;
Day 12/6; Week 73/6.
CARAGH LAKE (Co. Kerry).
SOUTHERN.; B. 33; Day 12/6 10 IG/6; \I'eck
73/6 to 105/-.
CARLOW (Co. Carlow).
ROYAL; B. 40; Day 15:0; Week Oi16.
CARNA (Co. Galway).
lI10NGAN'S; B. 35; Day 1'd/-; Week 119/-.
CARNDONAGH (Co. Donegal).
O'DOHERTY'S; B. 12; Day 11/6; Week 70/-.
CARRICK (Co. Donegal).
SLIP-YE LEAGUE; B. 10; Day 10/6; Werk t):l -.
MISS A. CUNNI, 'GRAM, Red House; B. 3; Day
7/6; Week ·10,-.
CARRICK·ON-SHANNON (Co. Lellrlm).
BUSH; B. 20; Day 15/·; Week 90/-.
CARRIGADROHID (Co. Cork).
CASTLE; B. 6; Day 10/-; Week 47,6 10 GOj-.
CARRIGART (Co. Donegal).
CARRIGART; B. 26; Day 15/-; Week 03:6.
CASHEL (Co. Tlppenry).
RYAN'S CENTRAL; B. 17; Day 12/-; Week
63/-.
CASTLEBAR (Co. Mayo).
DIPERIAL; B. 30: Day 14/- to 17/0; Week
84!- to 105/-.
CASTLECOVE (Ce. Kerry).
STAIGUE FORT; B. 21; Day 11/-; Week G3j-.
WESTCOVE; B. 15; Day 11/-; Week 63/- to NI'.
CASTLEFREKE (Co. Cork).
OWNAHINCHA; B. H; Day 14/-; Week 84/-.
CASTLEGREGORY (Co. Kerry).
FITZGERALD'S; B. 6; Week 50/-.
O'CONNOR'S; B 6; Day 10/-; Week 90;-.
CASTLEJSLAND (Co. Kerry).
CROWN; B. 8; Day 7,6; Week 42/-.
CASTLEMAINE (Co. Kerry).
MRS. P. J. KELLEHER; B. 7; Day 7/-; Week
42/-.
CASTLETOWNBERE (Co. Cork).
HEREHAVEN; B. 16; Day 11/-; Week iO/-.
CHARLEVILLE (Co. Cork)..
ROYAL; B. 12; Day 10/-; Week 63/·.
CHURCHILL (Co. Donegal).
McCLAFFERTY'S; B. 6; Day 10/-; Week 60/-.
CLAREMORRIS (Mayo).
CONWAY'S; H. 21; Day 14/- to 15/-; Week
75/- to 80/-.
CLIFDEN (Galway).
CENTRAL; B. 10; Day 10,'6; Week 63/-.
KIJ'oT/}'S; B. 9; Day 8/-; Week 50/-.
RAILWAY; B. 3CJ; Day 16/-; Week 84/· to 94,6.
~lRS. EMERSON, Ivy Hotel; B. 10; Day 12'6 •
Week 70/-.
LAVELLE'S, Main SI.; B. 10; Day 12/6; Week
70/-.
IRISH TRAVEL
CLONAKILTY (Cork).
:\lRS. ]. 0'001 OVA. T, If Dunmore," 1\lurkro's;
B. 7; Day 101-; Week 63/·.
MRS. T. SULUVAN, "The Retreat"; B. 6;
Day 12/6; Week 84/-.
CLONEA (Dungarvan, Waterford).
OCEAN VIEW; B. 12; Day 13/6; Week 84/-.
CLONEVAN (Gorey, Wexford).
HORGAN'S; B. 4; Day ]0/-; Week 50/-.
CAHORE HOUSE; B. 9; Day 14/6 to ]6/6;
Week 84/· to ]05/-.
CLONMANY (Donegal).
INNISHOWEN; B. 8; Day ]0/ ; Week 65/-.
CLONMEL (Tipperary).
HEARN'S; B. 32; Day ]6;-; Week 84/-.
OR~lONDE; B. 39; Day 10/6; Week 10;;,-.
COBH (Cork).
EUROPEAN; R. 12; Day ]5/-; 84/-.
CONG (Mayo).
ASHFORD CASTLE; B. H; Day 20/ ; We,·k
]26/-.
COOTEHILL (Cavan).
COURTVIEW & WHITE HORSE; B. 30; Day
15/-; Week 90/- to ]00,-.
MRS. R. H. GREER, " Islanrl View"; B. 4; Day
7/6; Week 45/-.
CORK CfTY.
CENTRAL, 3 Prince's St.; B. 9; Day 10/6;
Week 70/-.
DES~IOND'S, Pembroke St.; B. 20; Day ]2,6;
Week 70/-.
IMPERIAL, Pemhroke St.; D. 90; Dav 2J/-.
KINCORA, 6 Cook St.; B. 24; Day 10/6; Week
63/-. ,
MUNSTER, Coburg St.; B.21; Day 12,-; Week
63!~.
QUEEN'S, Parnell Place; B. 12; Day 12, -; Week
60/-.
TURNER'S, Oliver P!unketl t.; B. 11; Day
10'- to J2,1-; Week 60/-.
\"lCTORIA, Patrick St.; R. 7;;; Day 20r; We"k
126/-.
\\"1 DSOR, MacCurlain St.; B. 30; Day 11/-;
Week ~O/-.
WREN'S, Winthrop St.; B. 24; Day 11/-; Week
63/-.
HOSKING'S, Prince', St.; D. I;;; Day Or; We{'k
06/-.
~tETROPOLE, MarCurtain St.; B. 100; Day 17r ;
Week 105/-.
COROFIN (Clare).
EYRE STUDDERT, Cragm~her; B. S: \\"(','k 73/H.
T. G. STUDDERT, Clilden Ho',-e; B. 8; We{'k
73/6.
OURTMACSHERRY (Cork).
ESPLANADE; B. 20; Day 12, r, to 15/-; ""'{'k
70,. to llOr.
COURTOWN HARBOUR (Wexford).
BAY VIE,~V; B. 10 ;. Day 14/-; \\-eek 70/- to ~/..
BOLGf-.R ~ MARI:'oIE; B. 22; Red and Brt. ,,..
COURTOWN; B. 17; W('(·k 6:1'-.
LEVUKA GUEST HOUSE; B. 11; Day 12:6 to
14/6; Week 70/- to SO/.
CREESLOUGH (Donegal).
O'DONNELL'S; B. 11; Day 10/-; Week ;Or.
CROSSHAVEN (Cork).
CHURCH BAY; B. 10; Day 10.'6; Week 55/- to
63/-.
GRAND; B. 30; Day 13/6 to 16/6; Week 01/6
to 105/-.
CURRACLOE 'Wexford).
STRAND; B. 22; Day 12/·; Week 70/- ',0 SOlo.
DALKEY (Dublin).
CLIFF C\STLE; B. 30; Day 2t -; Week 105/-.;
.. r.UCKI~GTON"GUEST HOUSE, Ulverton Rd.
B. 9; Day 14 '6; Week 73/6 to 84/·.
DELGANY (Wicklow).
EASTON HOUSE; B. 13; Day 10/6 to 12/6;
Week BC/-.
DERRYBEG (Donegal).
. ERRIGAL VIEW, Middletown; B. 12; Day 9/- ;
Week 50/-.
MICHAEL GALLAGHER, Derrybeg Hou'C,
Colleen, Bunbeg; R. 12; Day ]0/ to 12/-;
Werk 60/-.
AN DREW ~lcNELIS, Touri,t Lorl«e, Middletown,
Derrybeg; B. 8; Day 7/6; Week 45,1-.
DINGLE (Kerry).
BENNER'S, Main St. ;lB. 21; Day 12'6 to 16/6 ;
Week 8Jf-.
DONARD (Wicklow).
MRS. JUSTIN MeCARTHY, Mount Faris; B. 7;
Day ] 2/6; Week 73/6.
DONEGAL (Donegal).
CENTRAL; B. 10; Day 12/6; Week 63/-.
KILLY~IARD GUEST HOUSE ;_B. 7; Day 11.'6;
Week 50/.
DOWNINGS (Dol!egal).
BEACH; '8. 16; Day 12/6; Week 70-.
DROGHEDA (Louth'.
CENTRAL; B. 20; Day 12/6; Wcek 72 '6.
WHITE HORSE; B. 21; Day 1216; Week ."0/-.
DROMAHAIRE (L~ilrlm).
ABBEY; B. 10; Day 12/6; Week 84,-.
DROMINEER (Tlppemy).
LOUGH DERG; B. 10; Day 13/6; Week 85/-.
DUBLIN CITY.
BUSWELL'6, 25/26 ~lolesworth St.; P. 43; Week
73/6 to 84/-.
CENTRAL, Exrhequer St.; B. 106; Week 131/-
to 115,6
CLARENCE, Wellington Quav; B. 70; Day 19.'-;
Week 126/-.
DOLPHIN, Essex St.; B. 20; Day 18/6; Week
129/6.
FOUR COURTS, Inns Quay; B. 100; Day 15/- ;
Week 84/-.
GRESH..UI, Upr. O'Coone11 St.; B. 96; 3 days
64/6 to 73/6.
GROSVENOR, Westland Row; B. 23; Day 15/-
Week 84/-.
JURY'S, College Green; B. 100; Day 22/-; Week
147/-.~lOIRA, Trinity St.; B. 20; Day 14/-; Week 75/-.
MORAN'S, Ta!oot St.; B. 50; Day 15/-; Week
901-.
NEW ORMOND, Ormond Quay; B. 100; Day
17/-; Week 105/-.
NORTH STAR, Amiens St.; B. 50; Day 13/6;
Week 91/6.
POWER'S, Kildare St.; B. 30; Day 12/-; Week
73/6 to 134/-. .
ROYAL HIBERNIAN, Dawson St.; B. 130;
Week 126/-.
RUSSELL, St. Stephen's Green; B. 51; Day 16/- ;
Week 8·1/- to 105/-.
SHELBOURNE, St. Stephen's Green; B. 152;
Week 115/- to 168/-.
VAUGHAN'S, 2U Parnell Sq.; D. 37; Week 4/-
WICKLOW, Wirklow St.; B. 35; Day 18/-.
Week 115/6.
WYNN'S, Lr. Abbey St.; B. 65; Day 18/6; Week
115/~.
ABBOTSFORD, 72 Harcourt St.; B. 30; Day
12/6; Week 73/6.
BAKRY'S, Gt. Denmark St.; B. 35; Day U/-;
Week 70/-.
BELVEDEI{E, Nth. Gt. George's St.; B. 20;
Day 13/6; Week 84/-.
CABIN, 51 Upr. O'COImell St.; B.]O; Day 12/-;
Week 113'-.
CALEDONIAN, Sth. Gt. George's St.; B. 20;
Day 13/6; Week 84/-.
CARLTON, Harcourt St.; B. 14; Day 10,6;
Week 63/- to 73/6.
CLERKIN'S, 58 Eccles St.; B. 18; Day lO/-;
Week 6.1/-.
COU 'TY, Ibrcourt St.; B. 31; Da)" 15,6; Week
84/-.
CmIBERLA, 'D, Westland Row; B. 21; Day
10/6 to 12'6; Week 70/- to B1/.
DRO~IJD, 21 South Circular Road; B. 9; Day 9,6;
Week 50/- to 60/-.
£_\STWOOD, 91/U2_Lr. Leeson St.; B. 22; Day
0/- to 11/-; Week 45,1- to 70/-.
EDENVALE, 4 Hareourt St.; B. 11; Day 11/-;
Week 70/-.
ELVA, 66 Parnell St.; B. 1_; Day 7,6; Week 45,' .
FINN'S, 1/2 South I.einsterStreet; B. 9; Day 12/6 ;
Week 70/- to 84/-.
FITZPATRICK'S, 38 Weslland Row; B. I'"
Day 12/11; Week 63/·.
GALWAY ARMS, 54/55 Parnell Sq.; B. 17; Day
7/6; Week 49/-. .
GROO)'IE'S, 8) Cu\'cndlsh Row; B.]2; Day 9,L;
Week 56/-.
I\'ANHOE, Harcourt St.; B. 46; Day 15/6;
Week 84/-.
LENEHAN, 2.1,'25 Harcourt S1.; B. 2,j; Day 10,'6;
Week 63/-.~IAeDElnIOTT, 32/33 Harcourt St.; B. 26; Day
12/-; Week 70/-.
MARIS, 20 Lr. Fitzwilliam St.; B. 15; Day 12/-
to 12/6; Week 63/- to 73/6. ,
:-\OONAN'S, 11 Upr. Ormond Quay; B. 12; Day
10/6; Week 63/-.
O'BRlEN'S, 80/81 Parnell St.; B. 20; Day 10/- ;
Week 50/-.
ORAN, 42 Lr. Baggot St;. n. 0; Day 10/6; Week
52/6.
PARKSIDE, Nth. Cireular Rd.; B. 20; Day 13/6;
Week 73/6 to 84/·.
PELLliTlER, 21/22 Hareourt St.; B. 26; Day
13, - ; Week 73/6.
PHOENIX PARI(, Parkgate St.; n.]O; Day 9/-;
Week 63/-.
REGENT, D'Olier St.; B. 32; Day 15/-; Week
84/- to 105/-.
ROYAL EXCHANGE, 5/7 Parliament SI.; B. 21;
Day 14/-; Week 84/-.
ST. GEORGE, Parnell Sq.; B. 22; Da>' 10/-;
Week 63/-.
STANDARD, Harcourt St.; n. 57; Day 16/11 to
10/-; Week 94/6.
SWISS, 34 Fitzwl1liam Sq.; B. 18; Day 12-'6;
Week 651' to 70/-.
October, 19-P
UNIVERSITY, 23 Lr. Hatch St.; B. 12; Day 11/ ;
Week 70/-.
WESTBROOK, Parnell Square; B. IS; Bed and
Bft. 7/6.
WESTERN, 22 Nth. Frederiek St.; B. 11; Day
9/6; Week 56/-.
~IRS. BEHAN, 21 Lr. Hatch St.; B. 7; Week 6~/-.
BURLINGTON, 3·1/35 Upr. LeemIl St.; B. 12;
Day 14/6; Week 70/-.
nUBLlN SERVICE FLATS, 28 Upr. Pembreke St.;
B. 66; Day 10/6; Week 52/6 to 73/6.
MRS. R. FlTZGIBnON, 52 Upr. Leeson St.; B. 14;
Day 10/6; Week 63/- to 70/-.
FOX'S, 14 Lr. LeeEOIl St.; B. 10; Day 10/-; Week
65/-.
MRS. HANLON, 57 Eccles St.; B. 14; Day 7/- ;
Week 42/-.
HOTEL SI~'\TTERY, 22 Lr. Hatcb St.; B. 10;
Day 10/6; Week 70/-.
MISS M. NOL!\.."I, 22 Northbrook Rd., Loeson Park
B. 10; D3Y ]]/6; Week 70/-.
MISS E. PHELAN, 30 Hatch St.; B. 6; Day 5/6
to 6/6; Week 30/- to 40/-.
ST. ANTHONY'S, 26 North Circular Rd.; B. r,
Day 8/6 to n/-; Week 56/- to 63/-.
TESSERN HOUSE, 15 Lr. Mcunt St.; n. 15
nay 10/6; Week 60/-.
MRS. R. CANTWELL, r.8 EJlesmere Ave.,N.C. Rd.;
13. 4; Bed & Bft. 5/-; Week 42/6.
DUNDALK (Louth).
IMPERIAL; B. 33; Day 15/6; Week 100/-.
DUNFANAGHY (Donegal).
PORT-NA-BLAGH; B. 34; Day 15/6; Week 95/-.
MRS. D. AI,GEO, " Lach-na-Lore," Ballyrnore P.O.;
B. 12; Day 10/-; Week 63/-.
ARNOLD'S, .. St. Patriek's"; B. Hr; Day 1?/6
to 15/-; Week 63/- to 84/-.
" MUSKOKA," Ballymore P.O.; B. 7; Day 10/-;
Week 63/-.
SHANDO:'oI, Ballymore P.O.; B. 27; Day 12/- 10
15/-; Week 81/- to 105/-.
MRS. A. MO TGOMERY, "Bide-a-Wee," DJlly
more P.O.; B. 8; Day n/-; Week 60/-.
DUNGARVAN (Waterford).
DEVONSHIRE ARMS; B. 17; Day 14/-; Week
54/-.
L!\WLOR'S, Bridge SI.; B. 15; Day 12/-; Week
80/-.
DUN LAOGHAIRE rDublln).
HADDlNGTON HOUSE; B. 30; DJ) 21/·;
Week 126/- to 16il/-.
ROSS'S LTD.; B. 73; Week 115/6 to 168/-.
ROYAL MARINE; B. SO; Week 126/- to 168/-.
ALEXANDRE, Gresham 'Ice.; B. 16; Day 12/6;
Week 63/-.
ARDEEN, Marine Parade; B. 18; Day 15/· to
17/6; Week 84/- to 105.'-.
AVENUE. Northumberland Ave.; n. 30; Day
15/-; Week 73/~ to 84/-.
CARLISLE, Adelaide Rd.;' B. 25; Dar 1,;/- to
17,6; Week 81,- to 105,
CARSHALTO, GUEST HOUSE, SaudytO'e;
B. 6; Bed and Brt. 7-.
MINERVA. Gre>ham Tce.; D 10; Day 1",
Week 84/-.
OCEAN HOTEC; D. 8; Day 0 -; We"k "~,6 10
O~/-.
PIER; B. 25 ; Day 14/-to 16/-; Week ~/- to 105!-
REALT-NA-MEARA; B. 11 i Day 10,- tu 12/6;.
Week 70/- to 84/-. .
SOUTHERN, Upr. George', St; B, 9; Dd}' 10,. ;
Week 67/6.
WAVE CREST; Marine Tce.; D. 17; Day 12,'6 ;
Week 8-1/-.
MARINE, ~ lIaigh 'Ice.; B. 9; Day 10/6; Week
63/-.
~lRS. B. O'CONNOR, "Sydenham," 1 Corrig Ave. ;
B. 5; Day 10/6 to 12/-; Week 73;0 to 76/6.
DUNLEWEY (Gweedore, Donegal). '
DUNLEWEY; B. 12; Week 50/- te 60'-·.
" POlSO"ED GLEN" HOUSE; B. 10; Day JU/-
Week 50/- to eo/-.
DUNMORE EAST (Waterford).
STRAND; n. 16; Day 10/-; Week 37/6.
DUNQUIN (Dlngle, Kerry).
MAURICE KAVANAGH; B. 9; Day 6/6; Week
45/6.
EASKEY (SIIgot.
DEVANEY'S; B. 8; Day 9/- to 12/-; Week
63/- to 84/-.
SEAFIELD; n. 14; Day 10/-; Week 50/-.
ENNIS (Clm).
CAR.'II.ODY"S, Abb' Y St.; B. 25; Day 16/-; Week
90/-.
OLD GROUND; B. 30; Week 04/6.
QUEEN'S, Abbey St.; n. 36; Day 14/-.
ENNISCORTHY (Wexford).
RAILWAY; '8.20; Day 14/-; Week~l'-.
ENNlSCRONE (Ba1l1na, Sligo).
SCURMORE; B. 36; Day 18/-; Week 105/- to
126/-.
ENNISKERRY (WIcklow).
POWERSCOURT AR)IS; B. 12; Day 10i6;
Week 63,-.
SILVER VALE; B. 10; Day 12/~; Week 73/6.
SUMMERHILL; B. 13; Day 10/6; Week 63/-;
MRS. HARIETTE WINDSOR, Wayside Cale
B. 6; Day 7/-; Week 40/- to 45/-.
October, 1942
ENNISTYMON (Clare).
FALLS; B. 30; Week 126/- to 157/6.
FERMOY (Cork).
GRAND; B. 20; Day 15/-; Week 84/- to 105/-
FINEA (Streote, Westmeath). •
LAKE VIEW; B. 8; Day 13/6.
O'CONNOR'S; B. 12; Day 10'6 to 12/6; Week
73/6 to 87/6.
FOUNTAINSTOWN (Crosshaven, Cork).
FOUNTAINSTOWN HOUSE; B. 10; Day 12,- ;
Week 84/-.
FOYNES (LimerIck).
ARDANOIR; B. 4; Day 17/-; Week 91/6.
CREVEEN; B. 6; Day 10/- to 12/6; Week 15/-
to .50/-.
GALWAY (Gahvay).
BAILEY'S, Eyre Sq.; B. 35; Day 13/-; Week
84/-.
CASTLE, Lr. Abbeyg-ate St.; B. 25; Day 13/6;
Week 63/- to 84/-.
CURRAN'S, Eyre Sq.; B. 24; Day 10/-; Week
63/-.
ENDA, Dominick St.; B. 18; Day 13/6; Week
&l/-.
GREAT SOUTHERN, Eyre Sq.; B. 79; Week
147/- to 175/-.
IMPERIAL, Eyre Sq.; B. 25; Day 14/-; Week
84/-.
ROYAL, Eyre Sq.; B. 50; Weck'dC/-.
WESTERN, Prospect Hill; B. 12; Day 15/-;
Week &l/-.
AMERICAN, Eyre Sq.; B. 10; Day 11/6 to 12/6 ;
Week 70/-.
CENTRAL, Newcastle Rd.; B. 14; Day 10/-;
Week 50/-.
GIBLIN'S, Eyre S~.; RIO; Da) 10/-; Week 55/-.
SKEFFINGTON ARMS, Eyre Sq.; Day 12/6;
Week 80/-.
ATLANTA, 14 Dominick SI.; B. 16; Day 0/-;
Week 60/-.
EDINBURGH, 8 WiIliam St.; B. 8; Day 9/-;
Week 45/-.
T. KELEHAN, Newcastle Rd.; B. 6; Day 12f6;
Week 80/-.
O'NEILL'S, Eyre St.; B. 24; Day 9/-; Week W/-.
SA1'i"CTA MARIA, SI. Mary's Rd.; B. 10; Day
10/-; Week 63/-.
TOURIST, Prospe< t Hill; B. 0; Day 10/- to 12/6 ;
Week 63/- to 84/-.
GARRETSTOWN STRAND (Cork).
ATLANTIC; B. 20; Day 16/-; Weel< 84/-.
O'NEILL'S; B. 24; Day 15/-; Week &1/-.
GLANDORE (Cork).
GLANDORE (Keenan';); B. 9; Day 0/-; Week
65/-.
MARINE; B. 10; Day 10/-; Week 55/-.
GLENBEIGH (Kerry).
EVANS' (Tower.'); B. 18; Day 13/6; Week i3/3.
THE GLENBEIGH; B. 24; Day 16/-; Week
94/6 to 105/-.
ROSS VIEW;' B. 12; Day 91-; Werk 60/-.
GLENDALOUGH (Wicklow).
LARAGH HOUSEu LTD., Atmamoe; B 36;17/11 to 20/-; 10o!- to 126/-.
ROYAL; B. 2t; Day 16/- to 17/-; Week 84/- to
105/-.
GLENEALY (WIcklow).
GLENE...L Y, LTD.; B. 12; Day 13/6; Week 00/-.
GLENGARRIFF (Cork).
ECCLES; B. 61; Day 12/- to 15/-; Week 84/- to
126/-.
GOLF LINKS; B. 25; Day 16/-; Week 00/-.-
ROCHE'S; B. 45; Day 12/6 to 15/-; Week 84/
to 105/-,
CASEY'S; B. 14; Day 11/6 to 12/6; Week i3/6
to 78/6. •
FIRGROVE; B. 10; Day 10/-; Week 63/-.
HARVEY'S (Poull'orm); B. 19; Day 12/-; Week
70/-.
MRS. MICHAEL HARRINGTON. M<>untain V'ew
lIou-e; B. 8; Day 7/- to 8/-: Week 40/-.
GLENMALURE (WIcklow).
GLENMALURE; B. 12; Day 12/6; Week 70/-.
GLEN 0' THE DOWNS (Delgany, WIcklow).
r.LENVIEW; B. 10; Day 15/-; Week 81/-.
GLENTIES \Donegal).
CANNON S; B. 6; Day 12/-; Week 70/-.
O'DONNELL'S; B. 21; Day 15/6; Week 00/-.
GOREY (Wexlord).
WARREN'S (Ballincarrig); B. 6; Week 50/-.
GLYNN'S COMMERCIAL; B. 10; Day 12i6;
Week 70'-.
LALLY'S (Roval); B. 10; Day 10/-; Week iO.'-.
GORTAHORK (Donegal).
McFADDEN'S; B. 11; Day 10/-; Week 63/-.
GOUGANE BARRA (Balllngeary, Cork).
~ CRONIN'S; B. 10; Day 8/6; Week 50/-.
GOUGANE BARRA ; B. 14; Day 10/-; Week
63/-.
GREENCASTLE (Donegal).
CARRICK-A-MAN; B. 20 L.Day 16/·: Week i3/6.
DRUMAWEIR.i B. 1~; uay 12/6; Week 631-.
THE FORT; tl. 27; Day 16/-; Week 84/-.
GREENORE (Louth).
GREENORE; B. 30; Day 22/-; Week 129/6.
GREYSTONES (Wickl0"l')'
CENTRAL. Trafalgar Rd.; B. 36; Day 14/-;
Week 981-.
GRA D; B. 56; Day 22/-; Werk 105/- to 117,-.
RAILWAY; B. 16; Day 12/6; Week 80,-.
GWEEDORE (Donegal).
GWEEDORE; B. 20; Day 18/-; Week 105/-.
DOOGAN'S (~Ioenderrygamph); B. 12; Day 12/·.
HEADFORD (Galway).
l\!cCORMACK'S; B. 9; Day 12/-; Week 84/-.
HOWTH (Dublin).
CLAREMONT; B. 32; Day 21/-; Week 115/6 to
126/-.
ROYAL; B. 16; Day 12/6; Week 73/6.
ST. LAWRENCE; B. 29; Day 14/-; Week 100/-.
DALRIADA; B. 12; Day 10/-; Week 57!6.
INCH (Annascaul, Kerry).
STRAND; B. 11; Day 9/·; Week 50/- to 60/-.
INCIDGEELA (Maeroom, Cork).
CREEDO 'S; B. 10; Day 8/-; Week 421"'
LAKE; B. 10; Day 6/6; Week 42/-.
INCHYDONEY (Cork).
INCHYDONEY; B. 31; Day 2t/-; Week 84/-
to 105/-.
INVER (Donegal).
DRUMBEG; B. 28; Day 17/6; Week 105/-.
KELLS (Meath).
DREWSTOWN GUEST HOUSE; B. 9; Day 12/6 ;
Week 63/- to 84/-.
KENMARE (Kerry).
GREAT SOUTHERN; B. 40; Week 129/6 to
157/6.
LANSDOWNE ARMS, Main SI.; B. 80 ; Day 12/- ;
Week 70,-.
KERRYKEEL (Donegall.
MW~e~A~~~ELL, Glenleary; B. 10; Day 9,-;
KILCORAN (Cahlr, Tipperary).
KILCORAN LODGE; B. 12; Day 14/6; Week
73,6.
KILKEE (Clare).
ROYAL MARINE; B. 60; Day 15/- to IS/-.
Week 105/· to 126/-.
VICTORIA; B. 26; Day 14/6; Week 84/- to
94/6.
WEST END; B. 30; Day 14/-; Week 90j- to 105/-.
P~f,~ILL'S,O'Curry St.; B. 12; Day 10/-; Week
STELLA MARIS; B. 18; Day 12/6; Week 75/--
to 84/-.
THOMOND, Ea.t End; B. 19; Day IO/-; Week
63/-.
WESTCLlFFE; B. 18; Day 15/-; Week 00/-.
CORCA BAISCIN HOUSE; B. 5; Day 10/- to
11/-; Week 60,- to iO/-.
KILKENNY (Kilkenny).
IMPERIAL, The Parade; B. 3i; Day 12/6 to 18/· ;
Week 84/-.
KILLARNEY (Kerry).
ARBUTUS, College St.; B. 20; Day 12/6; Week
81/-.
CASTLE, New SI.; B. 18; DaY,l1,-; Week 70/-.
CLlFFORD'S, College SI.; B. 8; Day 11/-; Week
65/-.
DUNLOE, College Sq.; B. 15; Day 10/6; Week
70/-.
G~r..E; B. 34; Day 13/- to 15/-; Week 84/- to
GREAT SOUTHERN; B. 77; Week 147j- to 175/-
IMPERIAL, College Sq.; B. 12; Day 12/-; Week
eo/ to iO/-.
INTERNATIONAL, Kenmare Pee.; B. 43; Day
16/-; Week 90/-.
I<ENMARE ARMS, 17 College St.; B. 12; Day
10/-; Week 63/-.
LAKE; B. 65; Week 84/- to 105/-.
MUCKROSS; B. 40; Week 105/-.
SCOTT'S; B. 20; Day 12/6; Week iO/-.
THE MODERN, Fair View Sq.; B. 13; Day 10/6 ;
Week 53/-.
CARRIGLEA GUEST HOUSE; B. 8; Day 12/- ;
Week 70/-.
KILLESHANDRA (Cavan)_
CASSlDY'S; B. 10; Day 11/6; Week 67/6.
KILLlNEY (Dublin).
.. COURT-NA-FARRAGA"; B. 12; Day 18/6
tn 20/-; Week 126/-.
MR. C. O'SULLlVAN, .. St. Germaine's," Bally-
brack; B. 8; Day 11,-; Week 70/-.
KILLORGLIN (Kerry).
R>\ILWAY; B. 12; Day 11/-; Week 63/-.
KILLYBEGS (Donegal).
BAY VIEW (Ragers'); B. 20; Day 13/6; Week
84/-.
FINTRAGH HOUSE; B. 14; Day 14/-; Week
84{-.
WH TE HOUSE (Guest House); B. 14; Week
1051"'
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KINSALE (Cork).
MURPHY'S; B. 12; Day 10/-; Week, 63/-.
KYLEMORE (Galway).
KYLEMORE ABBEY; B. 20; Day 12/-; \V 'k
63/- to 70/-.
LAHINCH (Clare).
CLAREMO T (Linnane's); B. 22; Day l!.'6;
Week 60/- to 70/-.
LAYTOWN (Meath),
ALVERNO; B. 15; Werk 77/6 to 80/-.
LEENANE (Galway).
L~~~~E; B. 40; Day 17/- to 18/-; 94/6 to
MRS. CUFFE; B. 7; Day O/-; Week 52/•.
LETTERKENNY (Donegal).
M~~~~LEY'S, High Rd.; B. 8; Day 7,6; Week
LIMERICK (LimerIck).
ARDHU HOUSE, N.C.R.; B. ; Day 20/-' Week
00/6 to 105/-. '
CRUISE'S, O'Connell St.; B. 46; Day 18/-' Week
105/-. '
DESMOND, Catherine SI.; 1'. 20; Day 1216;
Week 70/-.
GEORGE (Royal), O'Connell SI.; B. 33; Day
18/-; Week 105/-.
GLENTWORTH, Glentworth SI.; B. 60; Day
18/-; Week 105/-.
HA 'RATTY'S, Glentworth SI.; B. 20; Day 12/- ;
Week 70/-.
IMPERIAL, 12 Catherine SI.; B. 14; Day 12/6 ;
Week 84/-.
NATIONAL, Baker Place; B. 24; Day 12,6;
Week 77/-.
RAILWAY; B.25; Dayl~,6; Week 70/-.
CENTRAL, Baker Place; B. 10; Day 11/6' Week
70/-. '
McCARTHY'S HOTEL & RESTAURANT; B. 6;
Dav 9/-; Week 63,..
LIMERICK JUNCTION (TIpperary'.
RYAN'S; B. 20; Day 12/~.
LISDOONVARNA (Clare).
BALLYNALACKEN CASTLE; B. 10; Day 1~/-;
Week 84/-.
DfPERIAL; B. 60; Week 115/6 to 136/6.
LYNCH'S; B. 39; Day 13/-; Week 84/·.
ROYAL SPA; B. 30; Day 18/6; Week 120/-
L1STOWEL (Kerry).
LISTOWEL ARMS, Tbe Square; B. 20; Day
12/6 to Vi/-; Week 84/- to 90!-.
LOUGH CONN (Crossmollna, Mayo).
ERREW; B. 15; Day 12.'-; Week 81/-.
LOUGHREA (Galway).
CENTRAL; B. 11; Week 42/· to 50/-.
LOUISBURGH (Mayo).
OLD HEAD; B. 16; Day 18/-; Week 94j6 to
126/-.
LUCAN 8Dublln).
NATI NAL SPA AND HYDRO; B. 47; Day
18/- to 21/-; Week 126/-.
LYREACROMPANE (Llstowel, Kerry).
MOLONEY'S (Camgcannon); B. 4; Day 6/-
Week 35/-.
MAAM CROSS (Galway).
PEACOCK'S; B. 11; Day 14/-; Week 90/-.
T. ]. LYONS, To' aboy H~use; B. 8; Day 10,-;
Week 63/-.
MACROOM (Cork).
VICTORIA: B. 11; Day 11.'-. Week i3/-.
MALlN HEAD (Donegal).
SEAVIEW, Ballygorman; B. 6; Day 6/-; Week
40/-.
MALINMORE (Gleneolmcl!le, Donegal).
GLENBAY; B. 20; Day 14/-; Week Rl/-.
]OSEPH O'BOYLE, Malinmore; B. 8; Day 10,·;
Week 60,-.
MALLARANNY (Mayo),
GREAT SOUTHERN; R. 12; Week 147/-to 175/-.
MORAN'S; B. 10; Week 60/-.
MRS. ]OSIE MORAN, Avondale Heuse; B.';
Day 10/-; Week 50/- to 60/·.
MALLOW (Cork).
CENTRAL, Main St.; B. 16; Day 12/6; Week
84/-.
MILFORD (Donegal).
MILFORD; B. 16; Day 15!-; Week 105;-.
MITCHELSTOWN (Cork).
FITIGERALD'S; B. 12; Day 9/- to 10/6; Week
60/- to iO/-.
MONAGHAN (Monaghan).
ORIEL, The Diamond; B. 10; Day 10/-; Week
63/-.
MONKSTOWN (Dublin).
SALTHILL; B. 46; Day 25/-; Week 126/-.
SILVERTON, The Hill; B. 10; Day 12/6; Week
84/-.
REVAGH, Alma Rd., Seapcint Avenue; B. 7
Day 12/6; Week 52/6 to 73/6.
MOUNTCHARLES (Tanatallon, Donegal).
SEAMOUNT; B. 12; Day 15/-; Week 84/-.
•
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MOUNT PLEASANT (Dundalk, Louth).
~IOUNT OLIVER (Guest House); B. 13; Day
10/6; Week H3/-.
MOVILLE (Donegal).
rREACY'S, Foyle St ; B 17; Day e/-; Week
70/
MULLAGHMORE (Cliffoney, Sllgo).
HANNO 'S; B 27; Day ]4/ ; Week 80/-
MULLINGAR (Westmeath).
CENTRAL B 8; Day 9/-; Week 63,"
GREVILLE AR~iS; B. 15; Day 14/-; Week
63,1- to 105/-. -
\IIDLAND; B. 1:>; Day 14/6; Week 94/6.
NAAS (Kildare).
NAS-NA-RIOG; B. 10; Day 10/- to ]fi/-.
OBERSTOWN HOUSE; B. 13; Day 15/-; Week
73/6 tt' 94/6.
TIMMlNS'; B. 6; Day 12/-; Week 50/-.
NAVAN (Meath).
CENTRAL, Market Sq.; B. 18; Day 12/ft; W ek
80/-.
NENAGH (Tipperary).
O'MEAR<\'S, Pearse St.; B. 30; D~y 11/6; Week
70/6.
CAR~1EL, Summerbill; B. 14; Day 12/0; Week
8-1/-.
NEWCASTLE WEST (Limerick).
CENTRAL; B. 11; Day 12/-; Week 60/-.
NEWPORT (Mayo).
DEVINE'S; B. 5; Day 12/-; Week 60/-.
NEW ROSS (Wexford).
ROYAL; B. 18; Day 16,-; Week 84/- to OU!-.
OLDCASTLE (Meath).
NAPER ARMS; B. 12; Day 12/6; Week 751"
OMEATH (Loulh).
STRAND; B. 13; Day 12/0; Week 73/0 10 81/-.
OUGHTERARD (Galway).
CORRIB; B. 20; Week 01,1\ to 105/-.
LAKE (Late MeMabon's); B. 10; Day 12/0;
Week 73/6 to 84/-.
PARKNASILLA (Kerry).
GREAT SOUTHERN; B. tiO; Wel·k 14i/- to
175/-.
PORTARLlNGTON (Laolghls).
EAST END; B. 11; Day 14'6; Week SU/-.
C)'CONNOR'S; B. 7; Day 11,6; W"ek 03;-.
PORTLAOIGHISE ()\Iaryboro', Laolghls)
H lEER 'lA (Kelly'.); B. 25; Day 12;-; Week
70/-.
PORTMARNOCK (Dublln\.
1'0RTMARNOCK, OIrriek Hlil; B. 20; Day 15/-;
Week 84!- to 105/-.
PORTNOO & NARIN (Donegal).
rIlE PORTNOO; B. 20; Day Hf-; \\'eek iO;-
to 8N-.
R \NKi='/'S; B. 10; Day 0/- to 10/-.
PORTSALON (Donegal).
rI)RTSALON; B. 70; Day 18{-; Week 12H/-.
PORTUMNA (Galway).
('l.ONWYN; B. 14; Day 12;0; Week 7:1/6.
RATHDRUM (Wlc1<!ow).
II.\RRY'S·; R. 12; Day 9/·; Week 63!·.
RATHMULLAN (Donegal).
PIER; B. 11; Day 12/-: Week iO/ .
RATHNEW (Wicklow).
NEWRATH BRIDGE (Hunter's); n. 16; Day
14/6; Week 84/-.
ROSAPENNA (Carrlgart, Donegal).
ROSAPENNA; n. 87; live days 87/0 to ] 27/1\.
MISS M. WILKINSON, 2 Seaviel\ Vil,as; n. 7;
Day 8/-; Week 55/-.
ROSBEG (Glentles, Donegal).
DAWROS BAY; B. 15; Day 12/0; Week 70/-.
ROSCOMMON (Roscommon).
C;REALY'S: B. ]6; Day lfi/-; Week 81/-.
ROYAL; n. 23; Day 15/-; Wcek 73/6.
ROSCREA (Tipperary).
, CENTRAl., The S'lU2re; B. ]~{.; Day 12/-;
\Vcck 70/-.
ROSSBEIGH (Glenbelgh, Kerry).
~IRS. A. KiLGALLlN, .. Slie"e Con ig"; B. 10;
Week 63/-.
ROSSES POINT (Sligo).
(;OLF LL KS; B. Ill; Do.' 15/6; Week 02/0.
ROSSLARE HARBOUR (WeXford).
1'IER; B. 20; Day 12/6; Week 63/-.
ROSSLARE STRAND (WeXford'.
COLF; 13. 30; Day 12/-; Week 70/- to 'dU!-.
HARIlOUR.YmW.; lB. 10; Day 10/-; Week 50,..
SIHANIJ; B. 40; Week 105/, to ]~6/'.
Cl-OARS; B.. 16; Day 10/- ; Week 55/- to 60/-
ROSSNOWLAGH (Donegal).
COOLMORE HOUSE; B. 8; Day 12/0; Week
63/-.
nOUNDSTONE (Galway).
KINTON'S; B. g; Day 11/6; Week 80/-.
O'DOWD'S; B. 7; Day 1O{6; Week 63/-.
SHAMROCK; B. 10; Day 12/-; Week 70/-.
ROUNDWOOD (Wicklow).
ROU. DWOOD; B. 12; Day 10:-; Week 501-
T. KEENAN; B. 7; Da} 9/-; Week 50/-. .
'~nss MAURA O'DWYER, Tomriland House;
B. 8; Day 10/-; Week 50/-.
SALTHILL (GalwJlY).
BANBA; B. 2;'; Day 15/-; Week 100/-.
EGLlNTON 1 B. 01; Day 18/6; Week 115/6.
KINCORA; B. 15; Day 12/-; Week 80/ .
O'REILLY'S; B. 23; Day 151"; Week 90/-.
ROCKLAND; B. 20; Dav 17/6; Week 115/6.
TOURISTS', Lr. Saltbill; B. 18; Day 14/-; Week
70/-.
VILLA MARINA; B. 15; Day 15/-; Week 63,-.
WARWICK; B. 32; Day 16/-; Week 95/-.
CENTRAL, Lr. Salthill; B. 10; Day 10/-; Week
52/6.
FOY'S, San Antonio Tee.; B. 8; Day 10,-; Week
701"
GLENAVON, Upr. Sallbill; B. 7; Day 12/6;
Week 84/-.
HII LSIDE, Lr. Saltbill; B. 8; Day 12/-; Week
75, . •
MONKSFJELD; B. 8; Day 10/6; Week 7~/-.
MOUNT CARMEL; B. 6; Week 63/-.
NORIlROS; B. 8; Day 10/-; Week 63/-. .
OIG GIOLLA, Lr. Saltbill; B. 9; Day 12/-
Week 70/-.
O'LEARY'$; B. 11; Day 10/6; Week 70/-.
STELLA MARIS; B. 20; Day 12,-; Week 75/-
to 80/-.
SUMMER-SET; B. J4; Day 1;'/-; Week 84/-.
WARD'S, Lr. Salthill; B. 13; Day 13/6; Week
63/- to 84/-. ,
ASTOR GUEST HOUSE; B. 9; Day 17/0; Week
WMJNE STRAND GUEST HOUSE; B. 4.; Day
10/0; Week 52/6.
SHANKILL (Dublin). _
SHANGANAGH CASTLE; 11. 12; Week 10,,/-.
SKERRIFS (Dublin).
r.RAND; B. 20; Week RI/- 10 100/·.
~iARiNE, Sout~ Strand; n. 12; Day 1&/-; WCI'k
81'-RoCI~VILLE, Uoar Rock; D. 10; Day 10;6;
Week 03/-.
SKIBBEREEN (Cork). ~
WEST CORK; B. 11; Day 11/-; Week ,0/-.
SLANE (Meath).
CONYNGHAM ARMS; H. 10; Day 11/6; Week
84/-.
SLIGO (Sligo).
GRAND, Teeling St.; B. ~; Day 17,6; Week
GJ~~TSOUTHERN; B. I ; Week 117/-10 17r./- ..
DiPERIAL, Corcoran's Mal:; B. 25; Day 15/6,
Week 105/-. ,
FRIZELLE'S, The Bridge; n. 10; Day 13/6;
~I ~SekR~~ti.E'LTE RI)\\'lelle's Gllest lIouse,
Wine St.; 11. 7; 'J)ay 10/6; Week 1;31-.
SHERIDAN'S; B. 15; Day 12/6; Week 81/-.
SNEEM (Korry).
SNEEM nOTEL; B. )2; Day 0/-; Week 50{-,
~JJSS PEG O'CONNOR, The (;reell lIouse, Lr.
Br:d/te St.; H. 6 ; ,Week 40/-.
SPANISH POINT (Miltown Malbay Co. Clare).
MARINO; B. ]~; DaytI51-; Week 81/-.
MRS. MARY QUEALY, St. Anthony's; B. 5;
Day 10/-; Week 42/-.
STRANDHILL (SII~o) _,
ST. PXrRICK' ; H. H; Day JU/-; Week "ill"
STAR OF THE SEA (MeDermoll's); B. 10; Da}
Pi-; Week 4a/- to 60/ .
STRANORLAR (Donegal).
KEE'S; B. 12; Day 12/-; Week 70/-.
SWINFORD (Mayo) •
O'CONNOR'S; B.14 ; Day' /- 1012/-; Week 63/·.
TEMPLEMORE (TIpperary)
HTCI<EY'S; B. 14; Day 10/-; Week 40/-.
THOMASTOWN (Kilkenny)
NO RE VIEW; B. 15; Day 8/6; Week 12/-.
THURLES (Tipperary).
HAYES'S; B. 40; Day 11/-; Week 81/-.
TIPPERARY (Tipperary).
DOBBYN'S, 13ank Pia",; B. 30; Day 1,,/-; Week
11-.
ROYAL, Bridge St.; B. 31; Day 16/6.
TRALEE (Kerry).
BENNER'S; 'n. 40; Dav la/6.t~ 18/6; Week 00/-.
GRAND, Denny St.; B'. 40; Day lal6 to 18/0 ;
Week 9O!-.
~!EADOWLA DS 1 ~,Oak Park; B. 15; Day
10/6; Week 63/-.
PARK, Denny St.; B. IQ; Day 11/6; Week 05'-.
I~IPERIAL, Denny St.; B. 12; Day 10/-; Week
50/-.
TRAMORE (Waterford).
GRAND; D. 55; Day 21/-; Week 126/-.
HIBERNIAN; B. 20; Day 10/6; Week 0:3/-.
HOTEL DE LUXE; B. 12; Day 13/-; Week 9U:-.
~iAJESTlC; B. 31; Week 126/- to 147/-.
RAILWAY (Morrissey'.), Strand St.; B. 20; Day
12/-; Week 70.'-. •
.. BOOLABAWN," Tbe Tee.; B. 18; Day 12'6
to 15/-; Week 75/- tc, 801-.
SHALLOE'S ATLANTIC. Strand St.; B. 19; Day
12/-; Week 70/- t"l 80'-.
SEAPOINT, Tbe Terrace; B 18; Da)' 10/6;
Week 70/-.
TRIM (Meath).
CENTRAL, Markel St.; B. 10; Day 11/-.
TUAM (Galway).
CORA, Vicar St.; B. 8; Day 10/-; Week 70".
IMPERIAL; B. 25; Day 14/- to 17{6; Week 80/-
to 105/-.
TULLAMORE (Ollaly)
BOLG8R'S; B. 2r; Day 10,-; Week 63/-.
HAYES'; B. 25; Day 12/-; Week M/-.
TULLOW (Carlow).
SLANEY; B. 9; Day 10/-; Week 00/ .
F. LECKY WATSON, Altmoat; B. 6; Week 1>+,..
UPTON (Kllmuckrldge, Wexford).
UPTON HYDRO; B. 11; Day 21/ ; Week to;;I-,
URLINGFORD (Kilkenny).
IIARRINGTON'S; B. 8; Day 10/6; Week nOlo.
VALENTIA ISLAND (Kerry),
ROYAL; B. 30; Day 12'- to 11/-; \\'et'k 7;I,U tu
94/6.
VIRGINIA (Cavan),
VIRGiNIA LAKE; B. 12; Day It,'H; Week ~I .
VIRGINIA PARI<; B. 12; Day I;', ; Week III -
WATERFORD (Walerrord).
ADELPIII, The Mall; B. ~;,; Week 80'-.
GRANVILLE,Qnay; B.6R; D"y 11'-; W""k
91/6.
METROPOJ.E; B. 15; 'Day 12/-; Wel'!. ill-.
WATERVILLE (Kerry).
BAY VIEW; B. :37; Day 15/-; Week 7;) U (1)
01/6.
BUTLER ARMS; 13. iO; Da)' 13:0 to 10/6; Week
84/- to 115/6.
SOUTHERN tAKE; B. 33; Day l:!',u to 11,-;
Week 84/- to 105,-.
rOLEY'S; B. 17; Da}' 10: ; Week 60:- 10 iU, .
WESTPORT (Mayo).
RAILWAY; B. 20; D,IV 15'·; Week OUl•.
ROS!3EG GUEST 1I0U::>L; U. ,.; Day 15:·;
Week 81/.
WEXFORD (Wexford).
CLANCY'S, Anne St.; H. 11; Day 10{- I" 11/-;
Week 63/- to 81!-.
TALBOT, Tnnity SI.; 13. 3,,; D"y 12/ [" (H,· ;
Week 8,1/- to 120/-.
WHiTE'S; B. 60; Week 81/- to J26/-.
WICKLOW (WIcklow).
(;RAND; B. lH; Day I2/-; Week 75/·.
~U\GJJERYMORE HOUSE; B. 14; Day 17/11;
Week 105/-.
MRS. DEVLi , Ard-na-Grein , New St.; H. 5;
Day 8/6; Week 45{-.
WOODENBRIDGE (Wicklow).
WOODENBRlOGE, B.11; Day I 1'-; Week Ij 1/',
YOUGHAL ICork).
A'fLANTlC; B. 2U; Day I1/6; WC('k 0 I O.
MONATREA, FcrrYl'oint; B, 32; Day 14,';
Week 73/6 to 90/-.
PACIFIC; B. 20; Day 11/6 to 156; \\'etk 111/-
10 00/·.
PARI< VIEW; H. 16; Day 12,0; W",'k j(I'..
STRAND; B. I~; Oil}' 12/6; Wet'k 6:1;"
SUM.IERJoIELD; B, 10; Dav 11,6; W.. k ;'.i/
HAR130UR VIEW, 'I he Str.l1ld; B. Ill; Day IJ,ti ,
Wet'k 7:1/6.
STELLA ~iARIS, Strand St.; B. 10; Da}' 10!-l
We·k 63/-.
SUNMOlJN r; B. 26; Bed anc! Bft. . ;6.
THE HOLLlES; n. U; Day 10,6 to 11/0, \\"('t'k
03/- to 70, .
HOTEL LENEHAN
(IIJSS LI.EHAlf, Proprl.lreu)
24-25 HARCOURT STREET •• DUBLIN
lfoted tor Mod.ra" T.rMl and Good OattrfDI,
Centrally situated; convenient to all places of interest, Meals
lerved to Non-Residents. Bus service to and from door to all
.tatlont and places of Interest,
HOT AND COLD WATER IJII B!£DROOIlS,
T.I.,boa. 10. 51OU- GARAGE
16
TERIIS KODERATB
BLECTRIll FIRES
.Applll to the PropriUr,-..
HOTE L PE LLETIER
21-22 HARCOURT STREET, DUBLIN.
VERY llBICTRAL POSITIOI. GARAGE.
HOT AID COLD WATER III ROOIIS.
P~one 61620.
•
WICKLOW
Flake and Pinhead
Oatmeal Millers
LITERATURE, SCIENCE & ART
Edited by SEUMAS O'SULLIVAN
Established A QUARTERLY REVIEW OF
1923
"This fine quarterly review."- Irish Times. ~
" An excellent medium of expression of the best of ~
Ireland's creative spirit."-Manchester <
GUardian'l'
" Has kept a high standard and mail. tained a distinct '..
personality."- The 5 pect.Jio,:,. I
" The reader wlll find in this journal all that is best
of Irish thought, aM its list of contributors
includes the namer of all the best-known Irish
writers."-New York Herald T,'ibune,
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"~IRISH TRAVEL" for YOUR FRIENDS
sO many Christmas Presents are just something bought atthe last moment. You feel you ought to send a gift to that
friend or that acquaintance on the way to being developed into
a friend. Often when you have sent the something you wonder
if it was the wrong sort of present altogether. There's no end
to this universal Christmas Present problem.
No,,' Christmas is coming again and with it the problem.
vVith all these coupons to be produced and all these quotas and
percentage increases to be taken into account, really what is
one to do about it? Here's one solution, and a very good one,
too. Make your friend a subscriber to IC IRISH TRAVEL" for
12 months. That will be a Christmas Present renewed every
month for a year. If your friend is over-eas he \-vill bless you
for this gift of a small picture-gallery of the Irish scene every
month. Send 5/- now with the name and address of your friend
and we will do the rest.
i The ideal CJlristmas f'aHl-a set of personal photo
~ graphic Greeting Cards made from J/our own nega-
tives. 6 for 3/-; ] 2 for fI /-; 50 for 15/-; 100 for 27 /6.
i Christmas Greeting Cards ma(le from J.T.A. nega-
tives showing pictul'3sque seenes of Irish Life and
JJ::tndseape. Printed to your choir.e and order.
6 for 3/-; 12 for n/-; 50 for] 5/-; 100 for 27 /6.
Extm charge for printing Name and Add1'ess
on c£!J01'e Cht'istmas Cards.
1. doz. 2/-; 13/50 2/0; 51/100 3/-; 101/200 4/-;
201/300 5/-; every ::t(lditional 100 or part
thereof 1/-.
i LT.A. ~ew Year Calendar, "With beautiful
real photo ... iews, in black-and-white, of !riRh
life and landscape. :? /- and 2/6 each.
i Real Photo Prints of cene and types all
over Jl'eJund. • ome 10,000 to cboose from.
PriIltcfl to your choice and order, moul1ted
or unmonnted, in black-and-white or sepia.
Unframed prints, from 1./6 each; Framed,
from;) /- each.
THE LT.A. '
PICTORIAL SOUVENIR OF IRELAND.
One hundred and sixty beautiful illustrations of
Life and ~cenery, printed in epla on art paper.
2/6 per copy. Post free 3 '-.
oo
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